
Exceptions *Any products from Home Electronics complex, Tobacco, Pharmacy Prescriptions 
and Codeine Products (certain Restrictions will apply), Lottery Tickets, Past Purchases or 
Special Orders, Hbc Git Cards, Point of Sale activation cards, Any License Departments.  
Further exclusions may apply. Coupons not valid at our Camrose, AB or Dorval, PQ locations. 
Please see an associate for details. To redeem, either surrender this coupon to the cashier or 
display it to the cashier on your smart phone at the start of the sale. Coupon is not transferable 
and has no cash value. Cannot be combined with any other offer except for flyer offers. All 
applicable taxes are payable on the full value of the purchase prior to the application of the 
coupon (as GST or HST, and where applicable, QST are included in the face value). This 
coupon is the property of Zellers Inc. which reserves the right to dishonour and confiscate any 

coupon(s) which in its sole opinion have been copied altered, forged or obtained through 
unauthorized sources. Redeemable exclusively at Zellers locations only. Limit one coupon per 
household. Not applicable on past purchases. POS procedures: 1- Confirm that the customers 
basket includes $40 worth of qualifying items and if yes, 2- load $10 onto an HBC Gift Card.  
3- Scan all remaining items, 4- Press Total, 5- Press Vendor Coupon, 6-  Key $10, 7- Tender 
transaction per normal. 8- RETAIN print out (rendered from Customer or Cashier Lead) and  
and place in your media bag  See POS summary for more details. Cash Office Procedures: 
Reconcile this coupon offer in GLP using line type "WEEK 47 FACEBOOK OFFER" which is 
found in the NCT Window.

$10 Gift Card when you spend 
$40* or more (before taxes). 
Some Exceptions Apply-
Limit of 1

Offer CAN be combined 
with our great flyer DEALS!


